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96. Life (Transcending)
PERFECT REALITY-UNDERSTANDING IS REAL-GOD-REALIZATION
Reality-understanding—and intrinsically ego-transcending ecstasy—occurs when you break through (or
stand free of) the molecular confusion associated with your apparent biological existence and Self-Realize The
True and Intrinsic State of Real Existence, or Reality Itself.
In the moment of Reality-understanding, you are Self-Liberated (or Intrinsically Free) from the intent and
the bondage associated with the “cause-and-effect” processes that you would (otherwise) either be identifying
as “self” or differentiating as not-“self”—as if Reality Itself (or some Deity that is egoically “self”-proposed to
“represent” Reality Itself) is responsible for, and even “proven” by, conditional events. Reality Itself—or Real
(Acausal) God (Which Is Reality Itself, and not a “representational” Deity)— is not responsible for (or
“Causing”) conditional events. All conditional events occur within a complex universal pattern that is (as a
totality) utterly beyond (or, effectively, entirely “outside”) the comprehension of any and every conditional
“point of view” within (or “inside”) the pattern itself. All conditional events are the conditionally manifested
(and entirely “cause-and-effect”-based and “cause-and-effect”-bound) result of a cosmic “play” upon—or a
merely apparent, and always nonnecessary, and intrinsically non-binding modification of—The Intrinsically
egoless Self-Nature, Self- Condition, and Self-State of Reality Itself (Which Is Truth Itself, or Real Acausal
God). Some conditional events occur within the gross plane, some within the subtle plane, and others within the
causal (or “root”) plane of conditionality. Every conditional “point of view” is constantly “experientially”
seeing the results (or “effects”) of all kinds of cosmically (or merely apparently) individuated activities, all
kinds of “wills” (or “causes”)—all of the “play”, or “creative” force, of “beings” and “things”—but none of it is
“Caused” by Real (Acausal) God. Thus, to embrace conditional events as if they are necessary (in and of
themselves), or to seek to perfect or to permanently and perfectly achieve or (otherwise) to “personally” and
permanently escape any or all conditional events themselves, or to estimate and affirm any or all conditional
events to be God-“Caused” (for their own sake) is to worship limitation, unhappiness, and death—or to
egoically “self”-identify with the state and the destiny of that which is not (itself) Reality Itself (or Real Acausal
God). You must (in Reality Itself) understand the illusory nature of the “world” and the “self” as separate and
necessary categories of existence.
You must penetrate the illusion of conditional “experience” as “categorical existence”—or as a structure of
existence that is “other” than The Intrinsically egoless, Indivisible, Acausal, and Self- Evidently Divine SelfNature, Self-Condition, and Self-State of Reality Itself. You must transcend the “point-of-view”-based illusion
of separateness, relatedness, otherness, and “difference”.
When you understand, penetrate, and transcend all conditions in The Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and SelfState That Is Reality Itself, you “Perfectly Know”, Transcendentally Spiritually “Locate”, and egolessly SelfRealize The Acausal Truth—Which Is Always Already Prior to both “cause” and “effect”, andWhich Is The
(One and Only) Divine Person and “Substance” of all-and-All, and Which Is The Intrinsically egoless,
Indivisible, Acausal, and Self-Evidently
Divine Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and Self-State of all of conditional and cosmic arising. That
Intrinsically egoless and Perfectly all-and-All-Transcending Reality-Understanding (or Intrinsically Perfect
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Reality-Realization)—Transcendentally Spiritually Self-Awake in “Perfect Knowledge” of The Self-Nature,
Self-Condition, and Self-State of Reality Itself—Is Real-God- Realization
SELF-REALIZATION IS EGOLESSNESS
Do not accept the “idea” of ego-“I”, or separate “self”.
Do not (in any moment, context, or apparent situation of relatedness) believe.
Do not “worship” (or irreducibly “objectify”, fixedly adhere to, or identify with) any concept at all.
Merely participate in Reality Itself.(consciousness -prior to body,mind and all things)
Only participate in Reality Itself.
Always whole bodily—or as a psycho-physical totality—participate in Reality Itself.
Whole bodily—or total psycho-physical—participation in Reality Itself is not a mentally-directed (or a
willfully ego-directed) emotional and physical process, or “technique”, or search, but, rather, it is a tacit (or
intrinsically searchless), and non-conceptual, and non-reactively and unobstructedly (or limitlessly) feeling, and
(also) physically unobstructed process, or ecstatic (and, thus, intrinsically ego-transcending) event.
Thus—by always and only and whole bodily tacitly and searchlessly participating in Reality Itself—SelfRealize (or Self-Apprehend, or Self-Apperceive) and Be The Intrinsic Self-Nature, Self- Condition, and SelfState of Reality Itself.
Being Thus Is Intrinsic egolessness—The Intrinsic egolessness That Is Reality Itself.
True Self-Realization is not ego-Realization.
True Self-Realization Is Intrinsic Realization of The Intrinsic egolessness of Reality Itself—Which Is The
Intrinsic Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and Self-State of every one, and of all, and of every “thing”, and of All.
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